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1.0

INTRODUCTION

The paintings in the chancel of St Botolph’s Church, painted by George Fredrick Bodley and his collaborators, are
an important and little known example of Victorian Gothic decoration in the medieval centre of Cambridge. A
survey of the paintings, undertaken in 2006, by Tobit Curteis Associates in collaboration with Sally Woodcock
Conservation, showed that they had been badly damaged in the past by water infiltration and adverse
environmental conditions. 1 However, while the paintings remained damaged and unstable, repairs made to the
church in recent years had addressed the underlying causes of deterioration and the rate of damage had been
controlled. Therefore, in July 2008 a programme of conservation treatment was undertaken in order to stabilise
and clean the paintings.
In order that the present report can be read as a stand-alone document, certain material from the original report has
been reproduced below. However, for the most complete overview of the project, it is recommended that the two
reports are read in conjunction.

2.0

THE BUILDING

St Botolph’s Church is situated in the centre of Cambridge, on the east side of Trumpington Street, at the junction
with King’s Parade. Although there was an earlier church on this site, the present building appears to have been
founded at the beginning of the 14th century. 2 (Plate 1) The nave with north and south aisles, dates to this period
with the west tower being added in the early 15th century. (Plate 2) The south chapel and tower were added later
in the same century. During the 18th century, the chancel was demolished and reconstructed in brick.
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the church underwent significant interventions on no less than six
occasions, 3 under the Revd Dr W.M. Campion, rector from 1862 to 1892, 4 and subsequently president of
Queen’s College. 5 While the extent of each phase of work is not clear, one of the most significant changes appears
to have been in 1872, when the chancel was rebuilt to designs by G.F. Bodley, and the vestry and organ chamber
were added.
The walls of the church are built of flint rubble, with tracery and dressings of Barnack stone and Clunch.
Externally, the flints are exposed, while internally all the walls are rendered. While the chancel roof is covered
with clay tiles, the nave is covered with an early example of a cast tile, and the aisles with lead. Internally, the
nave roof is a plastered vault, while the aisle roofs are boarded. The chancel has a timber barrel vault with
coffered panels. The floors are covered with flag stones, ledger stones and large areas of 19th-century tiles, while
the pews rest on timber boards.
The church was originally owned by Barnwell Priory, but in 1353 the living passed, through a rather circuitous
route, to Corpus Christi College. In 1459, the living was sold to Queen’s College, which has remained as patron to
the present time.

3.0

EARLY PAINTED DECORATION

The church would have been painted from its earliest incarnation with a number of schemes of decorative and
figurative scenes. One fragment of early decoration, showing simple red line foliate scrollwork, survives on the
north wall of the south aisle. The painting would have been changed and added to each time the church underwent
significant structural alterations, or when fashions changed, and so by the later medieval period, numerous layers
of painting would have been present. Most of the painting would have been hidden or destroyed at the time of the
Reformation and the Civil War, when the iconoclasm in East Anglia was among the most vigorous in the country.

1

Tobit Curteis Associates & Sally Woodcock Conservation, St Botolph’s Church, Cambridge Condition survey and
proposals for the conservation of the chancel paintings, unpublished report, January 2006
2
RCHM, An Inventory of the Historical Monuments in the City of Cambridge, Part II, London 1959, pp.266-269 and
Building Listing No. 47861
3
The church is recorded as having undergone phases of restoration in 1841, 1872, 1874-7, 1909 and 1913.
4
Campion is commemorated in the window on the north side of the chancel.
5
Op. Cit. RCHM pp.266-269
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After this date, the church walls are likely to have been painted with numerous Biblical texts, usually with
increasingly ornate frames and borders. It is understood that a fragment of one such text was found in the north
aisle in the latter part of the 20th century but was subsequently painted over. 6
It appears that the nave piers were also painted, as would have been usual at the time, and at least one appears to
have been uncovered in 1872, when it was repainted with the same designs. Anecdotal evidence suggests that
there might also have been painted consecration crosses, which were exposed at the same date. 7 (Plate 3)
In the 19th century there were often attempts to recreate the type of scheme that was thought likely to have been
present in the medieval period. The decoration of St Botolph’s is typical of this approach and while the full extent
of the scheme is unclear, it appears that while the chancel was highly ornately painted, the nave was more simply
decorated.

4.0

GEORGE FREDRIC BODLEY

The man commissioned to redecorate St Botolph’s in the 19th century was George Fredrick Bodley (1827 – 1907).
(Plate 4) Despite the immense influence that he has had on the aesthetic of the Anglican church, Bodley remains
relatively unknown in comparison to his contemporaries and those whose work he influenced. Born in Brighton,
the younger son of a doctor, Bodley studied under George Gilbert Scott, whose brother married one of Bodley’s
sisters. It was while working for Scott that he met his eventual business partner, Thomas Garner. Bodley formed
his own practice in 1860. Among his early commissions was All Saint’s Jesus Lane in Cambridge. In 1869 Bodley
and Garner went into partnership, and during the first 15 years they worked extremely closely, to the extent that it
is said to be impossible to distinguish their individual work. 8 Although Bodley designed relatively few new
churches (some 58 in the course of his career) he was perhaps more widely known for his restoration and
redecoration of medieval churches.
Bodley’s churches are typically late 14th-century English Gothic in style, with ornate Decorated tracery and
elaborate and detailed painted decoration. 9 The design of the rebuilt chancel at St Botolph’s is typical of this style
as is the decorative scheme inside. Sadly, the painting, which would have adorned the walls, has been lost, and so
it is difficult to get a complete impression of the original appearance. However, the example at St Peter’s Church,
Deene, in Northamptonshire, shows how a painted coffered ceiling might have appeared with the richly painted
walls.(Plate 5) Indeed an impression of how the fully painted chancel might have appeared can be gained by
visiting the nearby chapel of Queen’s College, which retains its complete scheme of wall painting, (Plate 6) or in
the magnificent and vast interior of All Saint’s, Jesus Lane, less than a mile from St Botolph’s.
Bodley worked on numerous commissions in Cambridge, and in addition to those mentioned above was
responsible for the decoration of the Hall and Chapel at Queens’s College.

5.0

THE RESTORATION OF ST BOTOLPH’S 10

The restoration of St Botolph’s was driven by Campion, who is understood also to have partly paid for the
restoration of the Hall at Queen’s College. 11 No documentation commissioning Bodley has been found and the
full extent of his work is unclear. However, the ceiling of the chancel and the decoration of the organ loft both
appear to have been his design, and uncovering tests suggest that the walls too would have been painted, although
these have since been painted white. 12 (Plate 7)

6

Pers. Comm. Revd William Horbury
Goodman, A.W., A Little History of St Botolph’s Cambridge, Cambridge 1922
8
Dictionary of National Biography, pp.187-190
9
Hall, M., ‘Safe in G.F.Bodley’s Greens and Browns’, The Church Times, 9th November 2007
10
A full examination of the materials and techniques is included in the original report.
11
The window on the north side commemorates Dr Campion.
12
The painting on the wall is covered with a very tightly bound white paint layer, probably lead in oil. Only very small
areas could be uncovered, but it seems that a green and yellow design was present.
7
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5.1

The Ceiling and Organ Loft

The roof of the chancel is separated into a series of six rows of recessed panels each of which is seven panels
wide. 13 (Plate 8) The large western panels are decorated with five red roses with gilded outer petals, surrounded
by intricate black scrollwork on a red background. The panels are separated with moulded frames with gilded
barber pole decoration. The eastern two rows are more ornate with each small panel being decorated with a large
gilded lead sun flanked by four gilded lead stars, on a red background with stencilled star or floral motifs. The
framing too is more ornate with stencilled star motifs in addition to the gilded barber pole decoration and
elaborate gilded bosses at the intersections.
On both sides, the lowest panel on both the north and south side is decorated with gothic text. The western four
panels have a single large text stretched over all of them, while the eastern two have smaller individual texts. The
main panels on the north side read In the beginning was the Word and the Word was with God and the Word was
God, while each of the three small panels repeats the phrase Christ being raised from the dead died no more. On
the south side the main panels read And the word was made flesh and dwelt among us full of grace and truth,
Alleluia, while the small panels read Jesus being raised from the dead died no more. Below the panels, on the
north and south wall, is a deep and heavily moulded cornice which is elaborately painted with coloured bands and
barber pole decoration, and which is ornamented with further gilded lead stars.
On the north wall, the area surrounding the organ is decorated as part of the same painting scheme, and joins up
with the cornice. The upper part of the structure comprises a wide chamfered timber beam supported on carved
braces, imitating those commonly found in 15th-century church roofs. Below this the painting runs over the
chamfered edges of the ashlar stone dressing of the organ opening. The whole structure is ornately painted, with
further black gothic letter texts of the same type as those on the panels above, augmenting the main beam, and the
chamfered edges picked out with stencilled motifs. The three texts read Holy Holy Holy Lord God of hosts,
Heaven and Earth are full of thy Glory, Glory be to thee o Lord most high.
The roof, and possibly the organ loft, was painted in 1872 by Fredrick Leach, whose company F.R. Leach and
Sons worked with Bodley on a number of projects associated with Queen’s College, including painting the roof of
the restored hall at the college in 1875. 14 Interestingly, Leach is believed to have used similar gilded lead stars on
the Queen’s Hall ceiling to those at St Botolph’s. 15 The east window also contains the legend J.M. Leach.
5.2

Chancel East Wall

Angel panels: The upper panels, depicting groups of angels, are painted on two pieces of fairly coarse plain-weave
canvas attached to an underlying framework of broad batons. The canvas is likely to be machine-woven linen. It is
probable that the framework was constructed and the canvas stretched before the structure was attached to the
wall. The continuation of the paint right up to and, in some cases, over the tacking edges makes it unlikely that the
canvases were painted in situ, and it is more likely that they were painted in the studio and then transferred to the
church for installation, a common 19th-century practice. The two pieces of canvas abut at the apex of the arch and
the canvas warp runs diagonally, approximately parallel to the junction of the wall and ceiling, in mirror-image.
While the canvas on the south side appears to be a single, continuous piece, that of the north side has a vertical
seam. As it was obviously possible to obtain canvas of sufficient dimensions to paint the south side in a single
piece, it is assumed that the difference between the two sides was an attempt to economise on materials.
The canvas is likely to have been attached to the auxiliary support with nails or tacks through the edges. The
tacking edges are slight and are not visible in most areas, but where the canvas is loose at the apex, rusted marks
can be seen on the exposed tacking edge. Elsewhere nail heads are visible through the front surface, although it is
unclear whether they relate to the original construction or are the result of later restoration methods. The gap
between the two canvases at the apex has been covered by a small wooden baton, stained or painted to blend in
with the surrounding gold paint.

13

In order to allow simple identification, an alphanumeric reference system has been adopted, as shown on diagram 2.
The roof has since been repainted.
15
Leach is understood to have been paid £345 18s 2d, for the painting of the roof at Queen’s college, including the
gilding of 885 lead castings of stars in the roof. Each of the large stars weighs 14 ounces (0.4kg).
http://www.quns.cam.ac.uk/Queens/Images/OldHall.html
14
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The paint medium is probably oil, although it is possible that it may be a proprietary media developed in the 19th
century with the intention of producing a matte, fresco-like surface, such as Marble Medium or Spirit Fresco. 16
The paint is laid on a white ground and there is no indication that these works are varnished, the variation in gloss
being related to the pigment:medium ratio of the paint and the absorbency of the ground and canvas. In addition to
the painted surface there are extensive areas of gilding. Although these appear to be gold paint, as the brushstrokes
sit in the interstices of the canvas weave in the same manner as the surrounding paint and flow continuously over
the three-dimensional edges of the angels’ haloes, paint analysis suggests that they are in fact gold leaf. There are
areas of applied decoration in the angels’ haloes and the thuribles. The thuribles’ chains are attached to the canvas
with an unidentified adhesive, exposed where the chains have detached.
Tomb panels: The painting on the north side of the east wall depicts St John and the two Marys at Christ’s tomb
and on the south the empty tomb. These paintings are on a similar, if not identical, canvas, with the weave running
parallel to the edges. The canvas extends beneath the decorative fretwork surmounting each panel and it is
assumed that they are constructed in the same manner as the upper paintings. No seams are visible and therefore it
is assumed that these smaller and more regular-shaped paintings are cut from a single piece of linen.
There is an inscription at the lower edge of both paintings, imperfectly painted out. While it is possible that this
was undertaken by the artist, perhaps once the paintings were installed, it is more likely that it is the result of a
campaign of restoration or alteration (see below). Both paintings are signed and dated by Godfrey Gray. The
painting to the north is signed “C G GRAY EASTER A.D. 1885” and that to the south “CEG GRAY.
CHRISTMAS 1885”. The stained glass window is also signed “CG Gray fecit”.
Reredos: The reredos comprises a canvas painting set into a painted and gilded wooden framework, surmounted
by a canopy with a wooden fretwork upper rail. There is unpainted wooden blind arcading to either side. There are
applied cast lead decorations attached to the reredos by a central screw and, where several stars are missing from
the lower side of the canopy, exposed screw-holes remain. The central canvas painting is likely to be attached to a
stretcher or strainer. The painting of the crucifixion is understood to have been purchased in Antwerp by a Mr
John Smith and given to the church in 1818. The present reredos was designed to incorporate the picture and was
given to the church by Dr Campion. 17
5.3

Rood Screen

The original structure of the rood screen appears to be 15th-century in date, but it seems to have been extensively
restored, with many sections having been replaced. The paintings on the west face of the rood screen post-date the
wooden structure and are said to be by the same artist as the canvas paintings on the east wall. They measure 910
x 1290 mm on the north side and 920 x 1290 mm to the south. They appear cruder in execution, possibly the result
of restoration, but they have also deteriorated more severely than the other paintings on canvas (see ‘Condition
before conservation’, below). Their appearance is more clearly suggestive of the use of an oil paint medium and
therefore they may be painted in a different technique to the paintings on the east wall. They are on a canvas
support and, if executed at the same time as the paintings on the east wall, are likely to be of the same materials
and technique. They have no tacking margins and have been unevenly cut through the painted canvas. It is
possible that the artist stretched the canvas while painting it and cut it from the stretching frame before adhering it
to the rood screen structure, but the evidence of extensive restoration suggests that these paintings may no longer
display their original structure (see below).

6.0

CONDITION BEFORE CONSERVATION

6.1

Chancel Ceiling and North Wall

As had been anticipated from the initial survey, the condition of the timber roof structure generally appeared
sound. 18 Some minor cracking was occasionally observed along the grain of the board, but this was rare and the
level of dimensional response to historic moisture problems appeared to be surprisingly low.
16

See T. Manning, 'Spirit fresco': its genesis, development and dissemination (preliminary research published as 'The
"spirit fresco" technique and its historical context', in Thomas Gambier Parry 1816-1888 as artist and collector,
London, Courtauld Institute (1993) pp. 46-52 and L. Carlyle, The Artist’s Assistant: Oil Painting, instruction Manuals
and Handbooks, in Britain 1800-1900 with reference to select eighteenth-century sources, London, Archetype (2001).
17
Goodman, A.W., A Little History of St Botolph’s Cambridge, Cambridge 1922.
18
It is understood that during the repair of the roof in the late 1990s, the upper side of the roof towards the west was
also examined and no significant damage was observed. Pers. Comm. Brian Page.
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The condition of the paint layer varied considerably. In general the level of cohesion was acceptable, although in
some minor areas it was weak. Adhesion to the substrate was good over most of the ceiling, with some areas of
flaking associated with water damage. This was most noticeable on the rose motifs. (Plates 9 & 10) However, in
some sections, most notably on the north side of the lower rows of boards, there was extensive delamination and
flaking which had lead to considerable loss. (Plates 11 & 12) Discolouration due to water penetration was
widespread, generally appearing as dark runs on the surface. This appeared to be due to the water depositing
soluble materials from the timber, as well as disrupting the apparent surface coating. (Plate 13)Again, this was
most apparent on the north side where water infiltration had been at its worst. Much of the paint surface and the
gilding appeared dull, apparently due to the discolouration of the organic coating, and the absorption of dirt and
dust. (Plate 14) Dust had also accumulated on all horizontal surfaces and cobwebs were widespread. (Plates 15 &
16) The gilding also appeared to be dark in some areas due to the discolouration of the coating or lacquer.
All areas were covered with a thick layer of disfiguring dirt, which obscured the colour and details. This was
particularly evident on the bands of text which were almost unreadable from the ground. This appeared to be a
combination of candle smoke and ambient particulate dirt.
On the north wall, the damage to the timber substrate was more serious with a large horizontal crack running the
whole length of the beam. Although there was evidence of moisture damage in this area it is more likely that the
damage was due to insufficiently matured timber having been used in the first place. On the stone substrate below
the beam, the stone itself appeared to be in reasonable condition. However, there was a loss of cohesion and some
salt efflorescence at the mortar joints indicating that the effects of liquid moisture in this area had been more
serious.
The condition of the paint layer was similar to that on the ceiling, being generally stable with some areas of
flaking and loss on water damaged areas. Like the ceiling there was an overall coating of dirt and dust and the
organic coating appeared to have darkened. On the masonry the condition was reasonably good in most areas,
although the level of dirt or surface discolouration appeared higher than on the timber. However, on the joints
between the blocks, there was delamination and flaking due to the salt efflorescence and some areas of loss had
occurred.
6.2

Chancel East Wall

Angel panels: Structurally, the canvas was in a reasonable condition. The only areas of concern were on the south
side, where the canvas had torn at the edges in two areas. There were also large areas of distortion around the
lower edges where debris has fallen behind the painting between the canvas and baton. These appeared to be
stable and there was no evidence that the debris behind the canvas was attracting moisture and causing damage to
the canvas. At the apex of the painting, the canvas was detached and loose, although it had not torn.
There was one major area of flaking paint at the extreme lower edge of the painting on the south side. This had
resulted in loss to paint and ground, exposing the canvas, and was likely to be the result of local water infiltration
in that area. There were other areas where the paint had flaked or was insecure and overall many areas of the paint
had a desiccated and friable surface. Much of the insecure paint was related to the angels’ haloes, where the
weight of the three-dimensional halo had disrupted the paint immediately above the upper edge. In other areas, the
paint loss appeared to be related to a specific paint passage and, in particular, areas of green paint used for the
drapery exhibited a pattern of overall small-scale flaking and loss. The blanching in the angels’ faces was another
deterioration mechanism characteristic of late Victorian and Edwardian oil paintings. Although some researchers
have attributed this effect to the ground, in this case it seems likely to relate to the composition of specific paint
used to delineate the faces, as this effect was not found elsewhere in the paintings.
There was some evidence of restoration, although it is unclear at what stage this was carried out. There was no
evidence of extensive repainting and it is possible that some reworking was carried out by the artist once the
paintings were installed. There was extensive surface dirt overall, including insect spots and some splashes of
unidentified material, and the paintings remained unvarnished. Isolated thurible chains had become detached,
leaving a globule of glue on the painted surface. In all cases, the thurible chains were once gilded, but had now
corroded.
Tomb panels: The canvas of the Tomb paintings appeared sound. The paint displayed similar deterioration
associated with the haloes causing flaking, and blanching in the figures’ faces. In addition, paint had been lost on
the painting on the north side, likely to have been caused by water running down the front surface. The south
painting also had some damage to the paint surface caused by an unidentified material dripping on the surface.
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Reredos: The canvas painting had been restored in the recent past, although it appeared not to have been cleaned
in the most recent restoration, and had a layer of discoloured varnish underlying the upper varnish layer and
noticeable retouching on Christ’s chest. Otherwise, the painting appeared worn, but stable. There was evidence
that the surrounding framework had been repainted, replacing a gold and black scheme with the present
polychromy. It was clear that lettering had been overpainted both below and to either side of the central panel and
there were two rectangular areas showing the original scheme on the side panels, possibly once covered by
candelabra or other fittings. These side panels were flaking in isolated areas, possibly related to a reaction with the
underlying layers. In addition, there was an area of recent mechanical damage to the north side. Otherwise, the
reredos appeared to be in good condition, albeit having an overall layer of surface dirt and numerous wax splashes
from candles in the lower part. At some point, adhesive tape had been attached to the frame around the central
panel, possibly to cover the central aperture while the painting was undergoing conservation treatment. When this
tape was taken off, it had removed isolated areas of gilding. The fretwork surmounting the canopy was unstable
and some of the finials were no longer straight. This was likely to be the result of impact.
6.3

Rood Screen

The canvas of the rood screen paintings had suffered extensive damage in the past. There were numerous tears
that had been mended and the painting had also been lined onto a fine-weave canvas. (Plate 17) It is possible that
the tacking edges were removed during this restoration campaign. There appeared to be an interleaf of paper
between the two canvases, at least on the south side where it was visible. The original canvas was delaminating
from the lining canvas in many areas and there was also some isolated paint loss, possibly associated with impact
or, as a result of poor restoration. The artist’s technique had resulted in some passages of paint displaying marked
drying cracks. These are often found in paintings of this period and are associated either with the paint medium or
the layer structure of the painting. There were also numerous areas of brittle paint and some surface dirt, including
bird excreta.

7.0

CONSERVATION TREATMENT

7.1

Chancel Ceiling and North Wall

The principle aim of the conservation programme was to stabilise the deteriorating paint layer in order to prevent
further deterioration and loss. In conjunction with this, superficial accretions and dirt were removed from the
surface in order to increase the visibility and readability of the painting.
At an initial stage of the project a systematic programme of tests was carried out in order to establish the most
suitable treatment materials and techniques. Based on the results of the tests, the following conservation methods
were adopted:
Readhesion of the paint layer: In the limited areas where there was loss of adhesion and delamination between the
ground layer and the timber substrate, readhesion was carried out using a 5% solution in water of the acrylic
19
dispersion Plextol B500. A small amount of a mixture of deionised water and industrial methylated spirit was
used to break the surface tension prior to the application of the adhesive. The distorted flake was then realigned
using a pad of cotton wool. In some minor areas, where there was significant unstable microflaking, the technique
was applied through an intervention layer of Japanese tissue.
Minor repairs on the timber substrate: Where small losses had occurred over the surface of nails, repairs were
made with a mixture of calcium carbonate powder and Plextol B500.
Repair of the plaster: A number of small areas of 3:1 sand: lime putty plaster repairs were made to areas of
damage on the walls. These were retouched with Rose of Jericho natural distemper.
Cleaning: Extensive testing was undertaken to establish the most effective and safest cleaning method. Initially
loose dirt was removed from all stable area with a soft brush and vacuum. Tests with Akapad sponges and smoke
sponges showed that the Akapad sponges achieved a good level of removal of unbound dirt without damage to the
paint layer. 20

19
20

Plextol B500 (an aqueous emulsion of ethylacrylate/acrylic acid) is a product of Röhm.
Akapad sponges were formerly called Wishab.
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The more tightly bound dirt was little affected by the mechanical cleaning methods. This included what appeared
to be smoke particles with an organic binder (probably a further combustion product) and what appeared to be a
glue consolidating layer, apparently applied as part of the original technique. The latter coating had absorbed
considerable dirt and was now particularly disfiguring.
Tests were carried out with different concentrations of aqueous solutions of ammonium bicarbonate, ammonia, triammonium citrate and sodium tri-poly phosphate, as well as with deionised water. It was found that the most
effective method of cleaning was either to use a very weak solution of ammonia (<8ph) or a weak solution of 5%
tri-ammonium citrate, depending on the nature and condition of the dirt layer and substrate. The area was then
swiftly rinsed with deionised water and dried with paper towel to minimise the period of wetting and resulting risk
of penetration of the reagent and undercutting. (Plates 18, 19, 20 & 21)
Reintegration: Reintegration was limited to the retouching of small losses in order to reduce the aesthetic
disruption and to allow the remaining areas of painting to be seen to their best effect. Large scale reconstruction of
losses was not undertaken. (Plates 22, 23, 24, 25 & 26)
In conjunction with the treatment of the paintings a new scheme of lighting was designed and installed, the
intention of which was to increase the overall level of reflected light from the ceiling and east wall without
spotlighting any specific area.
7.2

Chancel East Wall

7.2.1

Angel Panels

Cleaning: A heavy layer of loose dirt and dust, cobwebs, and building debris from the architectural setting was
removed using a vacuum and soft brush. The canvas panels, like much of the painted decoration, proved difficult
to clean. The surface was covered by a thick, black layer of sooty grime, dust and dirt that tenaciously clung to the
underbound and fragile paint layer. Despite the fact that the majority of the paint proved to be unexpectedly
structurally stable, its sensitivity to aqueous cleaning methods created a significant obstacle to treatment. Organic
solvents and dry cleaning methods were ineffective and only chelating agents provided any visual improvement.
Dilute solutions of sodium tri-poly phosphate proved to be particularly effective on the stable flesh tones and
gilded decoration, (Plates 27 & 28) but problems of blanching and paint sensitivity to water dictated an alternative
method for the remaining areas, which accounted for the majority of the surface. BlitzFix sponges, softened in
deionised water, safely and easily removed much of the dirt layer, achieving an even surface. After exposure to
moisture, the paint surface was gently blotted to absorb excess water and reduce the risks of blanching. 21
Consolidation: Most of the paint was structurally sound but extensive consolidation was undertaken along the
extreme edge of the canvas to the south side where the paint was badly flaking, and much had already been lost.
Lascaux 4176 Medium for Consolidation was applied with gentle heat from a thermostatically-controlled spatula
was used to consolidate the remaining paint. 22
Reintegration: The uniform, flat, matte paint surface lent itself well to retouching in gouache and watercolour.
These easily reintegrated losses in the fresco-like surface of the original, and there was no need for subsequent
alteration to the gloss or saturation of retouched areas. (Plates 29, 30 & 31)
Structural Repair: An approximately 40 cm long tear had opened above the centre of the window moulding on the
southern half of the painting. This was caused by the stress and weight of the accumulated dust and dirt pressing
against the reverse of the canvas. The tear was carefully cleaned and dirt and debris removed from behind the
painting using a vacuum cleaner, soft brush and palette knife. The tear was repaired with dilute BEVA 371 in
white spirit, BEVA-impregnated nylon gossamer and BEVA film from the reverse and filled with gesso putty. 23
Another structural repair was necessary at the apex of the painting where the two canvases meet. The corner of the
southern panel had detached from the stretcher and pulled forward from the rest of the canvas plane. It was
returned to plane and reattached with brass and stainless steel panel pins.

21

BlitzFix is a polyvinyl acetate sponge.
Lascaux 4176 medium for consolidation is a finely dispersed, aqueous dispersion of an acrylic co-polymer.
23
Beva 371 is a heat seal adhesive dissolved in mineral spirits, a blend of ethylene-vinylacetate copolymers, ketone
resin N, paraffin, toluene, white spirit.
22
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While treating the structural issues of the southern half of the painting, it emerged that the reason for its loss of
tension was the detachment of the canvas from the nails driven from the front of the painting into the stretcher to
hold it in place. New stainless steel panel pins were used to reattach the painting to the stretcher, just above the
location of the original fixing.
The gilded three-dimensional thuribles held by the angels also required structural treatment. A few of the
relatively heavy thuribles had begun to pull away from the painting, causing stress to the surrounding canvas and
paint as a result. Their attachment was reinforced with Araldite to reduce this effect and prevent further
deterioration. About half of the thuribles’ associated chains had broken away from the canvas. These were readhered in their original location with cyanolacrylate. 24
7.2.2

Tomb Panels

Cleaning: Loosely held dirt and dust were removed from the painting using a vacuum cleaner and soft brush. The
same layer of thick, black, sooty surface dirt present in the rest of the church also covered these panels. Their
cleaning was complicated by: the artist’s use of a glue medium in some glazes and paint colours, the paint’s
overall extreme sensitivity to moisture and its porous nature, and deterioration caused by water damage.
Additionally, the northern of the two panels was in a noticeably more advanced state of deterioration than the
southern panel. Following an extensive programme of testing, a variety of aqueous approaches tailored to each
individual paint passage and area of the painting was developed. Throughout the paintings, a combination of
various strengths of sodium tri-poly phosphate, ammonia in water and saliva, and BlitzFix sponges was used to
clean different areas. (Plate 32) The surface was gently blotted after cleaning to absorb excess water and limit the
potential for blanching. The gilded frame decoration of the panels was cleaned with various strengths of sodium
tri-poly phosphate, cleared with deionised water. Cleaning resulted in the two panels being brought closer together
in tonality and also more in line with the bright colours visible in the architectural and stained glass decoration.
Consolidation: The friable, cupped flakes of paint on both panels were consolidated with Lascaux 4176 Medium
for Consolidation. Flakes were set back onto the canvas with a thermostatically-controlled spatula and silicon
rubber spatulas.
Reintegration: Losses were filled with gesso putty and retouched with gouache and watercolours. (Plates 33 &
34) Aqueous media successfully matched the tone, surface, and effect of the original colours without subsequent
alteration to gloss or saturation. (Plates 35 & 36)
Structural Repair: Fresh exit holes from woodworm infestation were treated with the insecticide Constrain, which
was left to dry before filling with a gesso putty. 25
7.2.3

Reredos

Cleaning: A large quantity of dust and debris was removed with a vacuum cleaner and soft brush. A soft
toothbrush was used to remove loosely-held corrosion products from the metal fretwork. Various solutions of
sodium tri-poly phosphate and ammonia in water were used for cleaning. (Plate 37) The cleaning was very
dramatic, as accumulated soot from candles had completely blackened the bright red decoration. (Plates 38, 39 &
40) White spirit was used to remove splashes and drips of candle wax and thick accretions of old furniture polish.
The metal fretwork was cleaned as far as possible, though the extensive corrosion made further treatment
inappropriate.
Given the reredos’ close proximity to the altar, it would be tempting to treat it in the same way as other church
architecture. However, it is recommended that in future no part of the reredos should be cleaned or waxed by
church personnel as this could permanently and irreversibly affect the appearance of the gilded and painted
decoration.
Consolidation: The paint was generally stable. Consolidation was needed in the blistered paint on the ceiling of
the canopy, most probably caused by accumulated heat from candles. The gilded decoration in the damask panels
was also damaged, most probably by water, causing small losses and micro-flaking in the gold. These areas were
consolidated with Lascaux 4176 Medium for Consolidation.

24
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Araldite is a bisphenol a diglycidyl ether.
Constrain is a conservation-tested water-based residual insecticide containing permethrin.
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Reintegration: Generally, losses were retouched with watercolour and gouache. The two dark panels on each of
the damask sections where the scrolls of the original decoration had been painted out were re-gilded and toned
with dry pigments in Paraloid B72 to match the original gold surrounding them. (Plates 41 & 42) Areas of loss in
the flaking gilding were also re-gilded. Large areas of wear on the lowest step of the reredos were toned with
black water colour and a layer of Renaissance wax was applied to seal the wood and match the gloss of the
original. Losses in the central canvas painting were retouched with dry pigments and B72.
Structural Repair: The architecture of the reredos was very stable, and repairs were only necessary on the metal
fretwork of the canopy. Some of the fleur-de-lys decoration and urn-like finials had become loose or detached
completely. These were re-adhered with Araldite and cyanoacrylate, and the finials supported from below with
acid-free board where necessary.
There were fourteen gilded stars, one rosette, and one sunburst missing from the applied metal decoration. (Plate
43) Moulds were taken of originals, and reproductions cast using Bonda resin which were gilded, and toned with
watercolours. 26 (Plate 44) These were reattached with brass screws where appropriate, and Araldite over an
isolating layer of Paraloid B72 where necessary. 27 (Plate 45)
7.3

Rood Screen

Cleaning: Loosely held surface dirt and dust was removed with a vacuum cleaner and soft brush. The wood and
gilded decoration of the rood screen were cleaned with ammonia in water. Drips of candle wax were removed
with white spirit. The wood was given a coating of Renaissance wax to revive its dry, dull surface. 28
The painted panels at the bottom of the rood screen were cleaned with saliva, removing a significant layer of
surface dirt and revealing the original balance of tones and colours of the composition. The heavily disrupted
surface of the patterned background on the right-hand panel was cleaned with sodium tri-poly phosphate, which
greatly reduced the visually disruptive drying cracks affecting the surface coating. (Plate 46)
Consolidation: The paint layer is generally stable. An area of cracked and lifting gilding in the Virgin’s halo was
consolidated with Lascaux 4176 Medium for Consolidation and heat from a thermostatically-controlled spatula.
Reintegration: Significant areas of loss and damage within the interior of the painting were filled with gesso putty
and retouched with gouache and watercolour. Losses in the torn and damaged edges of the paintings were not
filled, as it was felt that the continued movement of the canvas would leave them structurally unstable and thus
vulnerable to cracking and loss.
Structural Repair: The delaminating edges of the marouflaged and lined canvases were re-adhered to their
supports with BEVA film and heat from a thermostatically-controlled spatula. This prevented further immediate
deterioration, although the paintings’ vulnerable position and past treatment history means that they remain
vulnerable to further damage. The paintings were given a very light coat of Paraloid B72 varnish to improve
saturation and offer them some surface protection. (Plates 47 & 48) Care should be taken when cleaning in the
vicinity of the paintings not to knock them or to allow cleaning liquids, candle wax or water from flowers to make
contact with the paint surface.
7.4

Processional Cross

Cleaning: The gilding and painted decoration of the cross were cleaned with saliva and the wood was cleaned
with ammonia in deionised water. This removed the dirt and grease accumulated through use and handling.
Reintegration: The wood of the cross was worn and abraded from use and impact from the support used to hold it
upright, revealing lighter wood beneath. These areas were toned with layers of mahogany wood stain, gouache,
and watercolours. The wood was then polished with a layer of Renaissance wax, saturating the surface and
matching the gloss of the original finish.
Structural Repair: A large crack running through the circumference of the staff in the carved decoration was
badly affecting the structural stability of the object. Plextol B500 was fed into the crack over a period of time, and
the staff held in its correct position until the glue set.
26

Bonda clear casting resin (UV stabilised acrylic resin).
Paraloid B72 is an ethyl methacrylate co-polymer acrylic resin.
28
Renaissance wax is a microcrystalline wax polish.
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7.5

Education and Access

Increasing access to the paintings was considered to be an integral part of the conservation programme. In order to
allow the considerable number of visitors to see the conservation work in progress, a looping PowerPoint
presentation was run throughout the course of the treatment. This included both text and images of the paintings
and the conservation work, and was updated as the project progressed.
Following the completion of the work, two A1 posters were prepared for long term display in the church. These
included text and graphic information on the paintings, their history and context, and the conservation programme.
Public lectures were also given during the course of the work, as well as numerous tours of the project for
academic and other interested groups.

8.0

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Despite changes in attitudes to 19th century painting over the last twenty five years, painted decorative schemes of
this type are often treated less seriously than their medieval counterparts. Therefore, the opportunity to undertake
a conservation project of this type on a scheme by Bodley, with the support of both the PCC and the statutory
bodies and the funding organisations, is particularly important.
The project as been successful in stabilising the damaged areas of the painting so that further deterioration and
loss should be minimised. The reduction of the surface dirt layers and the limited retouching has improved the
visibility of the painting and, in conjunction with the relighting, it is now legible to the viewer in the church.
The main causes of deterioration were the failure of the building envelope and the rainwater disposal systems.
These remain the most serious long term risk for the painting and a single major flood could cause severe damage
once again. Therefore, the long term conservation of all areas of the painting relies on the good maintenance of
the building envelope and the rainwater disposal system. If one is not already in place, it is recommended that the
PCC enter into a contract with a local builder to clean and maintain the gutters and downpipes at least twice per
year. The condition of the building will be assessed during the quinquennial inspection by the church architect and
any repairs recommended should be undertaken with the minimum of delay. 29 In the absence of problems
associated with liquid water infiltration, there is no reason why the paintings should not remain in good condition
for many decades.
For future cleaning of the paintings at ground level, it is suggested that the rood screen and reredos be merely
dusted using a soft badger-hair brush, taking care to avoid any impact between the brush ferule and the paint
surface and that dusting should only be undertaken once the dust has become noticeable, rather than as a preemptive treatment. This should minimise wear to the paint layer and avoid a cloth duster catching any raised areas
of paint. Neither water, nor cleaning products, including wax polish, should be applied to the paintings and it is
suggested that in future altar candles be snuffed, rather than blown out, to avoid re-depositing wax splashes on the
newly-cleaned paint surface, or that oil-fuelled candles be used as an aesthetically acceptable and less damaging
alternative.

9.0

29

PLATES AND DIAGRAMS

Recent damage to the tiles on the south side of the chancel has been brought to the attention of the church architect.
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St Botolph's Church, Cambridge
Plate 1. (Right)
Detail of St
Botolph’s on
Hammond’s map of
1592.
Plate 2. (Far
right) 19th century
engraving of St
Botolph’s.

Plate 3. (Far left)
Watercolour of the nave
showing the painting on
the columns.
Plate 4. (Left) George
Fredric Bodley.

Plate 5. (Right)
The chancel of St
Peter’s Church,
Deene.
Plate 6. (Far
right) The Hall of
Queen’s College
Cambridge. (Photo:
TCA 2008)
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Plate 7. (Above left) General
view of the chancel of St
Botolph’s Church, before
conservation. (Photo: TCA 2008)
Plate 8. (Above) General view
of the chancel ceiling before
conservation. (Photo: TCA 2008)

Plate 9. (Far left)
Delamination of the
paint layer resulting from
movement of the timber
structure. (Photo: TCA 2008)
Plate 10. (Left)
Delamination of the paint
layer resulting from a
failure of adhesion. (Photo:
TCA 2008)

Plate 11. (Right)
Delamination and loss
of the paint layer on the
texts. (Photo: TCA 2008)
Plate 12. (Far right)
Staining and damage to
the texts. (Photo: TCA 2008)
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Plate 13. (Far left) Staining
of the paint layer as a result of
water infiltration. (Photo: TCA
2008)

Plate 14. (Left) Discoloration
of the paint layer on the ceiling.
(Photo: TCA 2008)

Plates 15 & 16.
(Right) There
was a thick
accumulation
of dirt and
cobwebs on the
ceiling. (Photo:
TCA 2008)

Plate 17. (Left) Structural damage to the lower right
corner of the rood screen painting, north side, showing
delamination and the fine weave canvas and newsprint
used as part of the marouflaged support. (Photo: SWC 2008)

Plate 18. (Right) Conservator undertaking cleaning
trials on one of the texts. (Photo: TCA 2008)
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Plates 19 & 20. (Above) Cleaning tests on a text showing the level of
dirt removal. (Photo: TCA 2008)
Plate 21. (Right) Cleaning tests on a gilded star. (Photo: TCA 2008)
Plate 22. (Below) Conservator undertaking retouching. (Photo: TCA 2008)
Plate 23.
(Below left)
Retouching
trials on the
left half of one
of the rose
designs. (Photo:
TCA 2008)

Plate 24. (Below) Detail of one of the retouched and cleaned
texts. (Photo: TCA 2008)
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Plates 25 & 26. (Above) Example of a cleaned and retouched text and boss. (Photo: TCA 2008)

Plate 27. (Far left)
Arrow indicating area of
surface cleaning of the
flesh tones of the angels,
with the gilding already
cleaned. (Photo: SWC 2008)
Plate 28. (Left)
Detail of an angel’s
tambourine during
treatment, showing
the effect of surface
cleaning, with the
lower right corner left
uncleaned; note the use
of a single, square leaf
of gold used for the
gilded decoration. (Photo:
SWC 2008)

Plate 29. (Far right)
Detail of water
damage to the lower
part of the Angel
Panel, south side,
after consolidation
and cleaning, but
before reintegration.
(Photo: SWC 2008)

Plate 30. (Right)
Lower part of Angel
Panel, south side,
after reintegration.
(Photo: SWC 2008)
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Plate 31. (Above)
Angel panel,
north side, after
treatment. (Photo:
SWC 2008)

Plate 32. (Above
right) Detail of the
Tomb Panel, south
side, showing
the thick layer of
surface dirt on the
apostle’s robes
and the effect of
surface cleaning.
(Photo: SWC 2008)

Plate 33. (Above left) Detail
of Tomb Panel, north side,
before treatment, showing water
damage to the upper part. (Photo:
SWC 2008)

Plate 34. (Above right) Detail
of water damaged area on the
upper part of Tomb Panel, north
side, after reintegration. (Photo:
SWC 2008)

Plate 35. (Far left) Detail of
Tomb Panel, north side, after
treatment. (Photo: SWC 2008)
Plate 36. (Left) Detail of Tomb
Panel, south side, after treatment.
(Photo: SWC 2008)
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Plate 37. (Top) Lowest part of the reredos, above the altar table,
showing the dramatic effect of surface cleaning. (Photo: SWC 2008)
Plate 38. (Top right) Detail showing the graduated accumulation
of soot and dirt at the upper left corner of the reredos, before
cleaning, and the original bright red tone visible along the edges
of mouldings. (Photo: SWC 2008)
Plate 39. (Above) Banner on reredos canopy during surface cleaning of the gilding and paint. (Photo: SWC 2008)
Plate 40. (Right) Detail
showing the effect of
surface cleaning on the
reredos; removing the
thick, black soot revealing
the brilliant red paint
beneath. (Photo: SWC 2008)
Plate 41. (Far left)
Compound image of the
two damask panels on
the reredos after surface
cleaning, showing the
increased visibility of the
discoloured pentiments.
(Photo: SWC 2008)

Plate 42. (Left) Compound
image of the two damask
panels on the reredos
after regilding of the
discoloured pentiments.
(Photo: SWC 2008)
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Plate 43. (Far left)
Detail of the background
of the reredos after
cleaning, showing an
earlier colour scheme
beneath the missing
half sunburst and the
position of the missing
stars on the canopy
indicated by arrows.
(Photo: SWC 2008)

Plate 44. (Left) Re-cast
stars for the reredos
canopy showing
unpainted acrylic
casting, red underpaint,
untoned gilding and
gilding toned to match
the extant stars. (Photo:
SWC 2008)

Plate 45. (Above) Reredos canopy with replaced stars attached.
(Photo: SWC 2008)

Plate 46. (Right) Detail during surface cleaning of the rood
screen, with a central band left uncleaned. (Photo: SWC 2008)
Plate 47. (Below) Rood Screen, Mary Panel, after treatment.
(Photo: SWC 2008)

Plate 48. (Below right) Detail of Rood Screen, Gabriel Panel,
after treatment. (Photo: SWC 2008)
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Plates 49 & 50. (Left & below) General view
of the east end of the chancel and the chancel
roof after conservation (Photo: TCA 2008)
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Plates 51 & 52. (Left & below) General
view of the reredos and the tomb panels after
conservation (Photo: TCA 2008)
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